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ABSTRACT

Scope, aliasing, mutation, and parameter passing are fundamental programming concepts that interact in subtle ways, especially in complex programs. Research has shown that students have substantial misconceptions on these topics. But this research has been done largely in CS1 courses, when students’ programming experience is limited and problems are necessarily simple. What happens later in the curriculum? Does more programming experience iron out these misconceptions naturally, or are interventions required?

This paper explores students’ understanding of these topics in the context of a programming languages class for third- and fourth-year CS majors. Our pre- and post-tests pose questions in two programming languages to gauge whether upper-level students transfer knowledge between languages. Many students held misconceptions about these concepts at the start of the course. Students made progress in only some languages and topics, and cross-language transfer does not occur naturally. We also discuss various pedagogic activities we used to engage students with these concepts, and provide data and student opinion on their effectiveness.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Programming beyond the beginner level draws on core concepts such as scope, aliasing, and their interactions under mutation and parallelism. Because these topics are complicated and have many subtle interactions, students learn about them incrementally across several years.

Past studies conducted at the CS1 level (discussed in §2) already demonstrate that students have considerable difficulties with these concepts in isolation. In this paper we study these questions with third- and fourth-year college students; by this time, their coursework, internships, and projects should have greatly improved their knowledge. In addition to (and because we are) considering the upper-level curriculum, we have four other novel aspects to our study:

- We study the interaction between the key features of scope, mutation, and aliasing.
- We conduct a study across two semantically very similar but syntactically different languages, to measure transfer across languages.
- We examine the impact of multiple forms of both teaching and assessment of these features.
- We include more features than in prior studies, even briefly considering closures (which are now a part of most mainstream languages, including Python, Java, etc.).

Concretely, we present the design of a multi-language quiz on scope, mutation, and aliasing. We administer this quiz as a pre- and post-test in an undergraduate programming languages course, and examine how the course impacted students’ understanding. The two languages used in the quiz are Java and Scheme, which have identical semantics [4] despite very different syntaxes and surface-level concepts.

Our findings, which we discuss in detail, are as follows:

- Despite their advanced status in their education, students did poorly on the pre-test, even in Java, which they had used in several courses and in software engineering projects. The results here are similar to those from CS1 courses (elsewhere), despite the students’ having two to three more years of programming experience.
- Students improved significantly by the end of the course.
- Most of the improvement was in Scheme, not in Java. Though the course did program in a variant of Scheme called Racket, it did not itself use the features being tested—rather, it showed how to implement them. Therefore, it raises the question of whether seeing how to implement a language feature might be more useful than having experience with it in limited settings.
- The improvements were not uniform across features, either. There was significant improvement in the understanding of scope and of variable mutation, but only borderline improvement on questions involving mutation of function/method parameters.
- The changes in performance did not correlate well with the different kinds of teaching and assessment. Nevertheless, in surveys, almost all students reported finding these techniques at least somewhat useful.

2. RELATED WORK

Our quiz is a first step towards a concept inventory for scope, mutation, aliasing and their interactions. A concept
inventory is a collection of questions that test understanding of how a particular concept works; the Force Concept Inventory in Physics [2] is the classic example; similar efforts are underway for a few areas in CS [7]. An inventory is typically a set of multiple-choice questions in which each option has been validated to indicate a specific incorrect conceptual model; these incorrect models are called misconceptions. The validation process is time-consuming and typically requires several iterations. The quiz we discuss in this paper has not yet been validated, as we are in the first phase of identifying questions on which upper-level students perform poorly. The incorrect answers in our quiz are based on two decades of teaching this material and observing certain consistent patterns of mistakes that students make, and therefore offer a useful starting point towards eventually arriving at a concept inventory.

Several projects have studied misconceptions about variables and parameter passing [7, 9]. These typically use short CS1-style programs containing a sequence of assignment statements; students are asked to explain the program’s behavior. These studies show that students generally have both incorrect and inconsistent models of these concepts—particularly the underlying model of how memory works—early in a CS curriculum. Futhermore, Sorva [13] showed that students have many models of how objects are created and stored in memory. Memory models are necessary but not sufficient in our work, which also studies scope (and its interaction with mutation). Fleury [5] found that many students assumed dynamic scope when confronting unbound variables in Pascal. Our questions also check whether students use dynamic scope when there are multiple bindings to the same name. We have not found prior studies that target the interaction of scope and mutation with an emphasis on nested scopes.

Chi [1] suggests that misconceptions, once identified, cannot simply be replaced with correct models. Cognitively, misconceptions need to get layered over with new information that is retrieved more often than prior models. The nature and extent of learning to layer over misconceptions is an open question [6, 12], particularly in the context of computer science. We report on four instructional techniques that we used to help students refine their understanding of scope, mutation, and aliasing, though we do not attempt to measure (beyond student opinions) which is most effective.

Students’ models of program behavior are closely tied to notional machines [3], which are abstract models of how a system (such as a specific programming language) should behave. Notional machines can under-approximate the full semantic behavior of a language, giving students a partial conception of constructs that is consistent with what they have learned so far. We conducted our study in a programming language course in which students wrote interpreters to explore the workings of certain constructs. In writing interpreters, students had to explicitly write notional machines in code. It is not clear, however, whether the act of writing these machines helps students understand the results of running them. That question is among those we are exploring in this work.

3. BACKGROUND: SCOPE AND ALIASING

We start by explaining the key concepts of scope, aliasing, variable mutation, and object mutation, on which our quiz tests students.

Variables and Aliasing.

Consider the following Java program:

```java
void m(C o) {
    int x = 3;
    int y = x;
    x = 4;
    o.f = 5;
}
```

The method `m` takes an object `o` (of type `C`) as a parameter. It defines local variables `x` and `y`. There are then two assignment statements: one updates the value of `x`, while the second changes a field (`f`) of object `o`. We call the first *variable mutation* and the second *object mutation*.

These two forms of mutation are quite different, even though they appear similar syntactically. In most languages, variables do not alias. That is, changing `x` above changes the value of `x` only, and does not alter the value associated with `y`. In Java and Scheme (the languages in this study), function calls do, however, alias objects. In this example, suppose we run `m(p)`, where `p` is some object of type `C`. Once the method completes, the value of `p.f` will also be 5, even though the program contained no statement of the form `p.f = ...`. This is because `o aliases p`.

Aliasing is a vexing problem in complex programs. It is especially thorny in parallel and concurrent programming, where aliases greatly expand the sets of readers and writers (and can therefore hurt thread-safety). For this reason, enormous research effort has gone into reining in aliases ([10] is an illustrative example); industrial languages like Mozilla’s Rust now provide “ownership” annotations for this purpose. Therefore, it is important to gradually convey this important idea to students, due to its impact on the understandability, efficiency, and parallel behavior of their programs.

Binding and Scope.

Scoping rules determine the extent to which a binding to a variable name stays in effect, as well as which one is used when multiple variables share a name. Consider the following program in a hypothetical language:

```python
def f():
    x = 3
    g(x)

def g(y):
    print(y + x)
```

Assuming `g` was called from `f`, what happens at the `print` line? Does `x` still have the value 3—which corresponds to dynamic scope—or is it an error because `x` is not bound (corresponding to static scope)? Most languages have chosen the latter interpretation; indeed, even some languages that began with dynamic scope (Lisp, JavaScript, etc.) in some situations have switched to static scope. Yet in our experience, some students are truly confused while many assume the language will have dynamic scope.

Scope can become especially significant when programming with closures (a.k.a., “anonymous functions”, “delegates”, etc.). While closures may have seemed idiomatic only of functional programming, they are now widely found in all manner of languages. For instance, they are in JavaScript, Scala, Python, and are now even a part of the standard library interfaces in Java 8. Therefore, understanding the interaction of scope and aliases, and both of them with mutation, is increasingly important in all the families of languages that students will encounter.
Sidestepped Subtleties.

Simply in the interaction of scope, mutation, and aliasing, there are many more issues we could consider. For instance, languages like JavaScript and Python have complex “lifting” rules for variable declarations that are not provided at the beginnings of blocks. In Python, many scope rules are subtle, and certain nested declarations are surprising, essentially breaking the expectation—established since Algol 60—that static scope is lexical [11, § 4]. In some languages, attempting to set a variable’s or field’s value before defining it results in an error, but in many “scripting” languages, this usually just introduces the variable or field; in some of them, even accessing a missing field does not signal an error. We consider all these and other such issues outside the scope of our study, though we can certainly extend this work to cover more of these topics, and certain instructors who do rely on such language features should consider doing so.

4. A QUIZ ON SCOPE AND ALIASING

For this project, we focused on the behavior of scope and aliasing (exercising them through mutation and parameter passing) in two languages with similar semantics for these topics: Java and Scheme. Working with two languages lets us assess whether students understand these issues conceptually, beyond the context of a particular language. We chose Scheme and Java because our student population had been exposed to both during their coursework. Many other languages share the Java/Scheme semantics of scope and aliasing, so our quiz can be adapted to other languages.

Our quiz targets understanding of the following concepts:

- If there are multiple bindings (scopes) for the same variable name, which one is referenced at a given use? Which are affected by an assignment to that name? These cover static, dynamic, and nested scopes.
- When a variable name is used as an actual parameter, are the variable and the parameter aliases?
- When an object is passed as an actual parameter, does the parameter reference the passed object or a copy of it?
- When one local variable is assigned to another, are they aliases? Does changing one affect the other?

Concretely, our quiz contained 18 multiple-choice questions: 12 in Scheme and 6 in Java. (We used more Scheme examples because they are far more concise than those in Java.) Each question asked for the result of running a short (4-10 line) program, giving 4-6 answer choices. Figure 1 shows two examples.¹ The given choices captured each interpretation or misconception we could identify through the literature, our experience, and brainstorming. In some cases, we added implausible answers to check whether students were merely guessing instead of taking the quiz seriously.

5. STUDY LOGISTICS

We tested our quiz in a programming languages course for third- and fourth-year undergraduate CS majors at WPI. Students used Scheme for programming activities throughout the course, following the “definitional interpreter” model used by several books, including the course text [8]. The vast majority of students had used Scheme in their introductory course (though that knowledge was rusty at the start of this course); all had Java experience from one or more of the CS2 course, the software engineering course, and internships.

We gave the quiz during the first week of the course (before discussing either scope or mutation), then again after all lectures and activities on scope, mutation, and parameter passing had been completed. Students took the quiz online outside of class both times. Students had received automated grading results on all related activities before they took the post-quiz. The questions on the post quiz were identical to those on the pre quiz, but were presented in a different order. In both the pre- and post-tests, the Scheme questions appeared before the Java questions.

For both the pre- and post-tests, students were told that the quiz was a diagnostic that the instructor was using to check whether the activities were effective at helping them learn the material. Failure to take the quiz at all would count against their course grade, but incorrect answers would not. These statements were designed to incentivize participation without cheating (by running the programs and entering the correct answer, which the number of incorrect answers suggests students did not do). Students almost never chose answers that were implausible, suggesting that students were not randomly guessing either.

6. RESULTS AND OBSERVATIONS

6.1 Comparing Pre and Post

Table 1 summarizes overall class performance on the pre- and post-quiz. The table reports on five clusters of questions: questions on Scheme alone, on Java alone, on scope, on mutation of (fields of) parameters, and on mutation of local (non-parameter) variables. Each question on the quiz is covered in two rows, one based on language and one based on topic; one question is counted in both the scope and variable mutation topics.

The quizzes suggest that students start out with only middling knowledge of both languages and better command of Scheme than Java afterwards. This is somewhat surprising, since nearly all students had more experience in, comfort with, and preference for Java. The least performance improvement occurs on the topic of parameter mutation, a topic tested more heavily in Java (4 questions) than in Scheme (1 question). In contrast, the quiz used Scheme more to test scope (5 questions versus 2 in Java) or variable mutation (6 questions versus 1 in Java). We cannot tell from this data whether the key factor in student performance was lack of understanding of the topic, greater facility in one of the two languages, or failure of students to transfer what they were learning about these constructs from Scheme to Java (something we discussed during lecture, but did not exercise explicitly in homework).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question Set (size)</th>
<th>Pre</th>
<th>Post</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scheme (12)</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>88%</td>
<td>2.529402e-09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java (6)</td>
<td>65%</td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>0.1452405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope (7)</td>
<td>66%</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td>2.536865e-06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Param Mutation (5)</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>70%</td>
<td>0.05071296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Var Mutation (7)</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>85%</td>
<td>3.198021e-06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Class averages (N=66) on subsets of quiz questions. Significance of the gains was calculated using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test.
Figure 1: Sample questions in Scheme (L) and Java (R), both of which distinguish static and dynamic scope.

At the level of individual questions, there were only 3 questions on which at least 80% of the class was correct in both the pre- and post-quizzes: these tested basic nested scopes (Scheme), lack of aliasing between local variables (Scheme), and aliasing of objects passed as parameters (Java). No other question had more than 70% of the class correct on both pre and post. The question with the worst performance on the post-test explored whether assignments to parameter names were visible in the calling context (Java): over a third got this question wrong both pre and post, and 12% lost ground on this question between the two quizzes; only a third were correct both pre and post. Consistent with table 1, the number of students improving on each question was higher for Scheme questions than for Java ones. Losses were also more frequent on the Java questions (though losses occurred on every question sans one).

At least a third of the class remains inconsistent across languages in the post-quiz on questions involving variables.

It is important to eliminate one possible explanation for these changes. One might assume that students were using these features heavily in Scheme in the course, and therefore learned through experience how they behave. However, they did not: the style of interpreters written in the course does not exercise these features (mainly because the interpreters themselves do not use any mutation). Therefore, they could not have gained familiarity just from use.

7. INTERVENING ACTIVITIES

Between the tests, students did several activities designed to help them understand the quiz topics. Specifically:
Influence of Interventions

Our data are not rich enough to indicate which of our instructional activities (if any!) led to performance gains on the post-test. To measure that, we would have needed to assess students’ understanding after they submitted each assignment and after they performed peer review on each assignment. We opted for a lighter-weight, single post-test during this first study. While this does not suggest which activities may have caused improvements, we can look at performance indicators on these assignments that correlate with improvements on subsets of questions, as well as students’ perceptions of the activities.

Relating Coals to Quizzes.

For each of the scope and variable mutation topics, we checked whether changes in quiz performance (pre to post) correlated with whether students had test cases that covered these topics. Concretely, we used Kruskal-Wallis tests to check whether detecting each coal that broke static scoping (the expected behavior as stated on the assignment) correlated with whether students gained or lost ground on the scope questions within the quiz. We performed similar checks on questions that broke the semantics of mutation.

We found a strong correlation between the quiz question on dynamic scope and testing for the coal that implemented dynamic scope ($p = 0.00956$). A similar correlation ($p = 0.00791$) arose between the dynamic scope coal and another question about scope in the context of closures. No other combinations yielded correlations below $p = .05$.

On mutation, we found only one weak correlation ($p = 0.0474$) between a Scheme question on aliasing (whether the value of y changes after $y := x$ and $x := 5$) and a coal in which mutation affected the stack rather than the heap. On the whole, whether students gained or lost ground on the quizzes does not correlate with the thoroughness of their test suites. Students knew their tests were graded for thoroughness, so they were incentivized to test carefully. That we found no correlation suggests that students can have a good understanding of the concepts without being able to articulate interesting examples of them, or vice-versa. Interestingly, we will see that students nevertheless felt writing test cases helped their understanding of the material.

Relating Interpreters to Quizzes.

Writing an interpreter corresponds to implementing a notional machine in code. This might force students to understand the semantics of constructs (and in turn help with the quiz). This view underlies the design of many programming languages courses that emphasize writing interpreters. Yet in the post-quiz, 9 (of 66) students still did poorly on the scope questions, 5 of whom had high grades on the interpreter. This is a small percentage, but still noticeable. The extent to which writing interpreters helps students understand language semantics, especially in situations that force multiple constructs to interact, remains an open question.
Students' Impressions.

The post-quiz asked students several Likert questions about the impact of our instructional activities on their learning. Each question took the form of “How has X impacted your understanding of how scope, mutation, and parameter passing behave?”, where there was a question with each of “writing test cases”, “writing or understanding interpreters”, and “peer review” in place of X. The answer options were “Strong positive impact (I understand the topic much better having done this)”, “Some positive impact (I understand the topic a bit better having done this)”, and corresponding versions for some and strong negative impact.

Table 3 contrasts students' opinions of interpreters and tests. The data show students fairly evenly split as to which of the two was most impactful (contrasting the “strong positive” and “some positive” cells). Very few students felt an adverse effect from either activity. All but 4 students reported that peer review was a positive factor. We also asked how often clicker questions had helped to clarify material: 34 students selected “once or twice”, while another 26 felt clickers helped “three or more times”.

Overall, these data suggest that each of our activities has a potential role to play in helping students master these concepts. Further studies are required to understand the conditions that make each of these activities effective in practice.

8. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

Scope and aliasing are subtle concepts that programmers confront throughout their careers in various contexts. Educators cannot expect students to develop a solid understanding of these ideas and their interactions in the first year curriculum alone. We need pedagogic techniques and assessments that grow and evolve understanding of these topics over an entire curriculum.

Students' poor performance on Java questions in our pre-test shows that extended experience programming in a language does not suffice to develop expertise in its semantics. Students continue to need explicit instruction to build accurate models of program behavior. This seems particularly true of questions involving mutation, given the low scores on this topic in the post-test. That our students progressed more on Scheme questions than on Java questions in the post-test suggests that upper-level students do not readily transfer knowledge gained in one language to another, even when that transfer is raised during lectures. The nature and extent of instruction needed to enable cross-language transfer in upper-level students is an interesting open question.

The relative pedagogic merits of our four activities (writing interpreters, writing tests, peer review, and clickers) need further study. Students report significant impact of each of these activities on their learning, but these impacts are not evident in our data. We believe that writing tests, for example, offers a valuable window into students’ understanding of the space of problems around a language construct. Developing assessments that correlate students’ testing behaviors with some other measure of conceptual understanding would help unearth the pedagogic connections.

Although we did our study in a programming languages course, the issues we raise are not limited to such courses. Indeed, any student who writes moderately complex programs—much less ones involving parallelism, concurrency, or distributed transactions—will confront the issues in this paper.

Doing analysis for this paper revealed that our quiz needs to rebalance the numbers of questions about specific topics across the languages; we need more Scheme questions that match some of the Java aliasing ones, and we need a few more questions overall to try to identify students’ conceptual models of aliasing and its interaction with scope. We will revise the instrument for future iterations of this study.
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